Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Learning and Teaching with Learning Trajectories ([LT]2) is a web-based tool (LearningTrajectories.org) for early childhood educators to learn about how
children think and learn about mathematics and how to teach mathematics to young children “their way” (birth to age 8).
Learning Trajectories/Teaching Strategies Gold Alignment connects [LT]2 to the objectives of TSG. This alignment can be dynamically and fully viewed on the
LearningTrajectories.org web site and that view is recommended. However, this document was created for those who would benefit from a paper copy.
A Few Notes on the Alignment. Although TSG was based on the research underlying Clements and Sarama’s learning trajectories, there is much the research-based
learning trajectories contribute beyond TSG, including the following.
1. Filling gaps: As shown in this document, learning trajectories in [LT]2
provide clarity on children’s mathematical development by identifying specific
levels of development, many of which fit between TSG’s numbered progressions
(i.e., the odd-numbered TSG ratings, while representing a stepping stone on the
TSG progression, are sometimes “filled” with a research-based learning
trajectory level). These support more fine-tuned formative assessment.

2. Adding specificity: An especially important span at which multiple levels of
learning trajectories complete TSG progressions are in the earliest levels (see
Objectives 20.b, 20.d, and 20.e). Where TSG shows a single concept, learning
trajectory levels were added to delineate the steps infants and toddlers might
experience. Thus, the added specificity of learning trajectories provides
important developmental levels for the youngest children.

3. Supporting teachers: Learning trajectories provide further precision within
the progression of learning and development by covering multiple facets of
learning that support educators’ ability to understand and assess their children’s
learning and therefore, along with the teaching recommendations provided in
[LT]2, support more specific scaffolding.

4. Clarifying concepts: TSG’s objectives often mix mathematical topics in one
objective (fractions with whole number operations; number comparison with
other arithmetic topics), so some LT levels are repeated in different objectives.
However, we know that both understanding of fractions and whole numbers
span the entire developmental continuum, birth through the primary grades.
Therefore, a clearer view is provided in the LT perspective found in [LT]2 (see
LearningTrajectories.org).

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 20: Uses number concepts and operations
a. Counts
Not
Yet

1

2

3

Verbally counts (not always in
the correct order)
• Says, “One, two, ten” as she
pretends to count

5

6

7

Counter (10)

Corresponder

9

Uses number names while
counting to 100; counts 30
objects accurately; tells what
number comes before and
after a specified number up to
20
• Counts twenty-eight steps to
the cafeteria
• When asked what comes after
fifteen says “Sixteen.”

Counter and Producer
(10+)

Counter to 100
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10

11

Counts to 120 to determine
how many; uses skip
counting by 2s, 5s, and 10s;
begins counting forward at
any number between 1 and
120; counts backwards from
20
• Says, “I can count to 50 really
fast: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50!”
• Accurately counts from 115 to
120 beginning at 115 when
asked to do so

Counter
On Using
Patterns

Skip
Counter

Counter of Imagined Items; Counter
On Keeping Track; Counter of
Quantitative Units/Place Value

Reciter (10)

8

Counter Backwards from 10;
Counter from N (N+1, N-1); Skip
Counter by 10s to 100

Verbally counts to 20; counts
10-20 objects accurately;
knows the last number states
how many in all; tells what
number (1-10) comes next in
order by counting
• Counts to twenty while walking
across room
• Counts ten plastic worms and
says, “I have ten worms,”
• When asked, “What comes
after six?” says, “One, two,
three, four, five, six,
seven...seven.”

Producer (Small Numbers)

Verbally counts to 10; counts
up to five objects accurately,
using one number name for
each object
• Counts to ten when playing
“Hide and Seek”
• Counts out four scissors and
puts them at the table

Counter (Small Numbers)

Reciter

Counting

Number Word Sayer: Foundations

Chanter

4

12

13

Counts to 1,000 to determine
how many; uses skip
counting (2s, 5s, 10s, and
100s); begins counting
forward at any number
between 1 and 1000; switches
between skip counts
• Counts to 1,000 by 100s:
“100, 200, 300…700, 800,
900, 1,000!”
• When asked to count to 200,
begins counting by 2s but
then changes to counting by
10s when she realizes it is
taking too long

Counter to
200+

Number
Conserver

Counter
Forward
and Back

14

15

Counts to more than 1,000
using number word patterns
(e.g., tens, teens) and skip
counting; uses skip counting
by 2s, 4s, 5s, 6s, 10s, and
100s
• Begins counting “999, 1000,
1,110, 1,120, 1,130 … 1,180,
1,190, 2,000”
• Groups objects into sets of
four then counts then: “Four,
eight, twelve, sixteen, twenty,
twenty-four, twenty-eight,
thirty-two…”

Counter to 1000

1

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 20: Uses number concepts and operations
b. Quantifies
Not
Yet

1

2

3

Demonstrates understanding
of the concepts of one, two,
and more
• Says, “More apple,” to indicate
he wants more pieces than
given
• Takes two crackers when
prompted, “Take two
crackers.”

Maker of
Small
Collections

5

Recognizes and names the
number of items in a small
set (up to five) instantly;
combines and separates up
to five objects and describes
the parts
• Looks at the sand table and
says instantly, without
counting, “There are three
children at the table.”
• Says, “I have four cubes. Two
are red, and two are blue.”
• Puts three bunnies in the box
with the two bears. Counts
and says, “Now I have five.”

Perceptual Subitizer to 4

Very Small Collection
Namer

Number Senser

Subitizing

[with other LT alignments]

Small
Collection
Namer

4

Perceptual
Subitizer
to 5

Conceptual
Subitizer 5+
[Add/Subtract
LT: Small
Number +/-]
[Composing
Numbers LT:
Composer to 4,
then 5]

6

7

Makes sets of 6-10 objects
and then describes the parts;
identifies which part has
more, less, or the same
(equal); counts all or counts
on to find out how many
• Says, “I have eight big buttons,
and you have eight little
buttons. We have the same.”
• Tosses ten puff balls at the
hoop. When three land outside
she says, “More went inside.”
• Puts two dominoes; together,
says, “Five dots,” and counts
on “Six, seven, eight. Eight
dots all together.”

8

9

Solves simple equal share
problems; makes sets of 11 –
20 objects and then
describes then parts
• Cuts a banana in half and
says to a friend, “Now we
each have a fair share
because we each have the
same”
• Uses two-sided counters to
determine different number
combinations for fourteen.
• Counts the students in the
circle, and says, “There are
12 of us from Mrs. Holt’s class
and four more kids came.
That means there are 13, 14,
15, 16 of us playing dodge
ball.”

Conceptual Subitizer to 10

Conceptual Subitizer to 20

[Counting LT: Counter (10), Counter
and Producer (10+)]
[Add/Subtract LT: Small Number +/-,
Find Result +/-]
[Composing Numbers LT:
Composer to 7, Compose to
10]
[Comparing Number LT: Counting
Comparer: Same Size]

[Counting LT: Counter On Using Patterns and
Counter On Keeping Track]

11

Answers how much
questions about wholes
portioned into equal size
shares of two and four;
verbally labels each part and
describes its relationship to
the whole
• Cuts a paper pizza into two
equal parts; gives one part to
a friend and says, “We have
equal amounts. We each
have half of the pizza”
• Divides a clay lengths into
four equal parts when asked
by the teacher to make
fourths, signs, “It’s three
fourths when asked what
three pieces of the whole
represent

12

13

Answers how much
questions about wholes
portioned into equal size
shares of two and four;
verbally labels each part and
describes its relationship to
the whole
• Divides a rectangle into two
rows and two columns of
equal size; colors in one part
when asked to represent one
fourth, colors in another part
to show one half
• Say, “When I put these four
quarter pieces together, I
have one whole. Four fourths
equal a whole”
• Provides the correct response
when the teacher shows
pictures representing two
thirds, two fourths, one half,
etc.

[LT completes subitizing with these levels, while TSG
switches to Fractions, as below: Conceptual
Subitizer with Place Value and Skip Counting]

14

15

Compares fractions and
explains them using physical
models, pictorial
representations, and number
lines
• Partitions the space on a
number line from 0 to 1 into
six equal parts. Puts a red dot
to indicate 4/6, a green dot to
represent 2/6, and a blue dot
to indicate a whole, signs,
“That’s six sixths”
• Given a plate divided into
eighths, shows one piece for
1/8, three pieces for 3/8, and
four pieces for 4/8. Then says,
“Hey, these 4/8 are equal to
one half because they are the
same size!”

[LT completes subitizing with these levels, while TSG
switches to Fractions, as below: Conceptual Subitizer with
Place Value and Multiplication]

[Add/Subtract LT: Find Result +/-]

[Multiplying / Dividing LT: Grouper and
Distributive
Sharer and Concrete Modeler X/÷ ]

Fractions

**Note: Remember that the levels of Parts Recognizer and Half Recognizer develop prior to Unit Fraction Recognizer, even though they are not directly stated in
this objective.

Unit Fraction
Recognizer

Fraction
Recognizer
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10

Fraction Maker
from Units

Fraction Maker

Fraction Repeater

Fraction
Arithmetic
x/÷

Fraction
Arithmetic
+/-

Fraction
and Integer
Sequencer

2

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 20: Uses number concepts and operations
c. Connects numerals with their Quantities
Not
Yet

1

2

3

Recognizes and names a few
numerals
• Points to the 1 when the
teacher says, “Where is the
numeral 1?”
• Notices numerals around the
room and calls some of them
by name

Numeral

[with other LT
alignments]

Quantity
Representer

4
Identifies numerals to 5 by
name and connects each to
counted objects
• Says, “Five” as she attaches
five clothespins to the 5 card
• Tells her friend, “That’s a 3,
and there are three puppies on
this page.”

5

6
Identifies numerals to 10 by
name and connects each to
counted objects
• Shouts, “Seven,” and jumps
seven times when the teacher
holds up the number 7 card
• Says, “ I put nine buttons in the
9 box.”

7

8
Identifies numerals to 20 by
name and connects each to
counted objects; represents
how many by writing onedigit numerals and some twodigit numerals
• Says, “I drew 15 flowers to go
on page 15 of our number
book.”
• Types in the numerals 1, 8,
and 3 when sets of one,
eight, and three figures
appear on the computer
screen.
• Counts out 16 bears and
writes 16 on its
corresponding card

Numeral Representer

Functional Numeral User

Teen/Ten+ Recognizer

[Comparing Numbers LT: Mental Number Line to 5]

[Comparing Numbers LT: Mental Number Line to
10]

[Comparing Numbers LT: Mental Number
Line to 10]

9

10

11

Represents how many by
writing one-, two-, and threedigit numerals to 120; uses
relational symbols (<, >, =) to
indicate relationships
between whole numbers
• Counts out 63 crayons, writes
63 and signs, “I have 63
crayons.”
• Writes 118 when the teacher
says, “There are 118 marbles
in this jar. Write the number of
marbles as a numeral.”
• Indicates the appropriate
relational symbol when the
teacher writes number pairs
(e.g., 3_7, 4_4, 95_77)

Decade Number
Identifier
[Comparing Numbers
LT: Place Value
Comparer]

Fractions
*Please note the age levels for Teaching Strategies Gold do not always align to those of Learning Trajectories.

13

14

15

Represents fractional
quantities as part of a whole
(a/2, a/3, a/4, a/6, a/8); uses
relation symbols (<, >, =) to
show fractional comparisons
• Indicates 1/8 when the
teacher holds up one part of a
region partitioned into eight
equal pieces; indicates 8/8 to
represent the whole
• Colors in two sixths of a paper
pie and writes 2/6 to indicate
the amount eaten
• Looks at the number line, and
says, “Two fourths is the
same as one half,” and then
writes in words and symbols,
two fourths is equal to one
half; 2/4 = ½
• Compares two number lines
with unequal partitions and
indicates that 2/6 of one is
smaller than 2/4 of the other

Digit Identifier
[Comparing Numbers LT: Mental Number Line to 100, Scanning with Intuitive Quantification Estimator, Mental Number Line
to 1000s]

**Note: Remember that the levels of Parts Recognizer, Half Recognizer, Unit Fraction Recognizer, and Fraction Recognizer develop prior to Fraction Maker from Units, even though they are not directly stated in this objective.
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12
Represents how many by
writing one-, two-, three-, and
four- digit numerals to 1000;
uses relational symbols to
compare and order whole
numbers
• Counts the grouped pictures
on the computer screen and
types 384 to indicate how
many
• Writes 276 > 249, 248 > 100

Fraction
Maker from
Units

Fraction
Maker

Fraction
Repeater

3

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 20: Uses number concepts and operations
d.

Understands and uses place value and base ten
Not Yet

1

2
Indicates base-ten equivalents for numbers 11 – 19 using
objects and drawings; may use simple equations
• Snaps cubes into one group of ten and seven ones and says,
“I made one ten and seven ones. That’s 17.”
• Draws 10 dots enclosed in a circle (one ten) and nine single
dots (nine ones) when the teacher says, “Make 19 using tens
and ones.”
• Counts out groups of 11 to 19 objects and tells how many
tens and how many ones are in each group

Comparing Number

[with other LT alignments]

**Note:
Remember that
the earlier levels
of Comparing
Numbers
develop prior to
Place Value
Comparer, even
though they are
not directly
stated in this
objective.

3

4
Uses place-value understanding to represent and write twodigit numbers, add one- and two- digit numbers (within 100),
and subtract multiples of 100 from multiples of 10 (10 – 90)
• Accurately responds when asked, “What does the numeral 1
stand for when I write 13? What does it stand for when I write
31?”
• Says, “Fifty-four is the same as five tens and four ones. Fortyfive is the same as four tens and five ones. Fifty-four is bigger
because it has more tens.”
• Working with a classmate, combines her six tens and five
ones with his two tens and seven ones. As she writes 92,
says, “Now we have eight tens and twelve ones. We can
trade in ten ones to make another ten. Now we have nine
tens and two ones.”

Place Value Comparer

Mental Number Line to 100

[Counting LT: Counter to 100]

[Counting LT: Counter of Quantitative Units/Place Value, Counter Forward and
Back]

[Add/Subtract LT: Numbers in Numbers +/-]

[Add/Subtract LT: Deriver +/-]

5

6
Uses place-value understanding to represent and write
three-digit numbers (including expanded form); adds up to
four two-digit numbers; adds and subtracts three-digit
numbers (within 1,000)
• Takes bundles of tens and puts together 10 of them. Says,
“This bundle is 100. I can write 100 to stand for one hundred,
zero tens, and zero ones.”
• Types 267 = 200 + 60 +7 (expanded form)
• Looks at the numeral 723 and says, “That’s the same as seven
hundreds, two tens, and three ones; and three ones, two tens,
and seven hundreds. If I add another hundred, it’s 823.”
• Calculates and explains 24 + 32 + 16 by recomposing the
ones into one ten and two ones (carrying)

Scanning with Intuitive
Quantification Estimator
[[Counting LT: Counter to 1000]

8
Uses place-value understanding to represent and write fourdigit numbers; multiples one-digit whole numbers by 10s (10
– 90); rounds three-digit whole numbers to the nearest ten
or hundred

9

• Correctly fills in the missing numbers:
1,000 = 1,000 ones
1,000 = 100 tens
1,000 = 10 hundreds
• Writes 5 x 10 = 50 when asked to solve the problem, “If you
had five groups of 10, how many would you have?”
• Writes 230 when asked to round 228 to the nearest ten; writes
700 when asked to round 657 to the nearest hundred

Mental Number Line to 1000s

Benchmark Estimator

Composition Estimator

[Add/Subtract LT: Problem Solver +-,
Multidigit +/- ]

[Add/Subtract LT: Multidigit +/- ]

[Add/Subtract LT: Multidigit +/- ]

Add/Subtract LT: Problem Solver +-,
Multidigit +/- ]
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7

4

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 20: Uses number concepts and operations
e.

Applies properties of mathematical operations and relationships
Not Yet

1

2
Solves addition and subtraction word problems of whole
numbers within 10 using a variety of strategies (counting
objects or fingers, counting on, counting back); makes
number pairs within 10

3

• Uses counters to represent the problem “Kalinda had six
crayons. She shared two with Sam. How many crayons does
Kalinda have left?”
• Draws seven flowers and then draws two more, and says,
“Now I have nine. Seven plus two more equals nine.”
• Plays the “Spills the Six Beans” game and records the
number combinations 6 = 2 (red sides) + 4 (white sides); 6 = 5
(white sides) + 1 (red side).

4
Solves three-number word problems with answers within 20
using addition properties (associative, communicative, and
additive); solves addition and subtraction equations of
different types with unknowns in various positions for
amounts up to 20

Find
Change +/-

Counting
Strategies
+/-

Part-Whole +/-

Small Number +/-

Preverbal +/-

Add/Subtract

[with other LT alignments]

Arithmetic Senser

Make it N

6
Solves one- and two- step word problems of various types
using addition and subtraction (within 100) and explains
strategies; uses repeated addition to find the number of
objects presented in rectangular arrays (up to five rows and
five columns)

• Solves the problem using drawings, “Grady had three
marbles and then he bought some more. Now he has 12
marbles. How many more marbles did he buy?”

• Counts and records the number of markers at each table; adds
the numbers together and then subtracts the dried out markers
from the total

• Demonstrates an understanding of the communicative
property of addition by saying, “I know 8 + 5 + 13 because 5
+ 8 = 13.”

• Solve the word problem, “The bookshelf is 30 inches wide. The
books already on it take up 10 inches of space. How much
space is left to put other books on the shelf?”

• Accurately completes the equation 7 + ___ = 11; checks the
answer using counting chips

• Makes four rows of five cubes each and writes 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 =
20 to represent the arrangement and sum of the equal
addends

• Plays the “True or False?” game, accurately identifying
addition and subtraction equations within 20 as true or false
(e.g., 7 = 5 – 2; 19 = 19; 18 = 19 – 1)

Find Result
+/-

5

7

8
Solves, represents, and explain two-step word problems of
various types (equal sized groups, arrays, measurement
quantities) using properties of whole number operations and
multiplication/division inverse relationships; uses
estimation strategies (mental number line, rounding) to
determine if answers are reasonable
• Solves communication problems using the communicative
property of multiplication (a x b = b x a) and the associative
property of multiplication ([a x b] x c = a x [b x c])
• Correctly write the equation for and solves the word problem,
“Rudy has 20 inches of yarn. How long must he cut each
piece if he gives five friends equal lengths?” (20 ÷ 5 = n)
• When shown six groups of eight stars, writes the equation 6 x
8 = 48

Numbers-in-Numbers +/-

Deriver +/-

Problem Solver +/-

Multidigit +/-

[Patterning: Beginning
Arithmetic Patterner]

[Patterning: Beginning Arithmetic
Patterner, Relational Thinker +/-]

[Multiply/Divide LT: Skip Counter x/÷]

[Multiply/Divide LT: Skip Counter x/÷, Deriver x/÷, Problem Solver x/÷, Partitive Divisor, Multidigit x/÷]

[Patterning: Relational Thinker +/-]

[Patterning: Relational Thinker-Symbolic +/-, Relational Thinker with Multiplication]
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Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 20: Uses number concepts and operations
f.

Applies number combinations and mental number strategies in mathematical operations
Not Yet

1

2
Adds and subtracts whole numbers fluently within five

3

• Adds numbers within five as quickly as they appear on the
whiteboard

4
Adds and subtracts while numbers fluently within 10 using
mental strategies (counting on, making ten,
decomposing/recomposing, addition/subtraction
relationship, and easier equivalent known sums)

• Plays Spills the Beans (using five beans) and rapidly adds the
number of black beans and white beans to get a total number

• Responds readily to “say it fast” (to 10) challenges (e.g., 2 + 8
+ __; 9 – 2 + __; 7 + 3 = __)
• Uses decomposing and recomposing as he states, “Figuring
out 4 + 5 is easy because I can use a doubles plus one. It is 4
+ 4 = 8 and 1 more is 9)

5

6
Adds and subtracts while numbers fluently within 20 using
previously learned mental strategies; knows all the addition
combinations of two, one-digit numbers from memory
• Tosses three dice and quickly adds the numbers by counting
on
• Uses known one-digit sums to add the number of steps to
move forward in a board game

7

8
• Adds and subtracts while numbers fluently within 1,000;
multiples and divides whole numbers fluently within 100
using previously learned mental strategies, the
relationships between addition/subtraction and
multiplication/division, and algorithms based on place
value; identifies the products of all one-digit numbers
from memory

9

• Uses fluent knowledge of multiplication and addition to
determine the total number of wheels on the cars that pass the
play yard
• States, “If 7 x 9 = 62, then 63 ÷ 9 = 7,” and proceeds to show
thoughts using a group illustration

[Add/Subtract LT: Small Number +/-]

Subitizing

[with other LT alignments]

**Note:
Remember that
the earlier levels
of subitizing
develop prior to
conceptual
subitizing, even
though they are
not directly
stated in this
objective.

Conceptual Subitizer 5+

Composer to 7

Composing Numbers
[with other LT alignments]

Composer to 4, then 5

Composer to 10

Composer with Tens and Ones

Deriver +/-

Problem Solver +/-

Multidigit +/-

[Add/Subtract LT: Find Result +/-, Make it N, Find Change +/-, Counting
Strategies +/-]

[Add/Subtract LT: Part Whole +/-,
Numbers in Numbers +/-]

[Add/Subtract LT: Deriver +/-]

[Add/Subtract LT: Problem Solver +/-]

[Add/Subtract LT: Multidigit +/-]

[Multiply/Divide LT: Skip Counter x/÷,
Deriver x/÷]

[Multiply/Divide LT: Problem Solver x/÷,
Partitive Divisor]

[Multiply/Divide LT: Multidigit x/÷]

Conceptual Subitizer to 10

Conceptual Subitizer to 20
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Subitizer with Place
Value and Skip Counting

Conceptual Subitizer with Place Value and
Multiplication

6

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 21: Explores and describes spatial relationships and shapes
a.

Understands spatial relationships
Not Yet

1

Spatial Orientation

**Note: Remember
that multiple earlier
levels of this LT
develop prior to
Spatial Position
User, even though
they are not
directly stated in
this objective.

2
Follows simple directions related to position (in, on, under,
up, down)
• Follows teacher’s directions to put the trash in the can
• Raises hands up and down as the song directs

Spatial Position User

3

4
Follows simple directions related to proximity (beside,
between, next to)
• Follows teacher’s direction to put the cup next to the plate
• Sits beside her friend when he says, “Sit between me and
Laura.”

Local-self Framework User

5

6
Uses and responds appropriately to positional words
indicating location, direction, and distance
• Says, “Look for the surprise behind the tree.”
• Moves game piece backward when playmate gives directions

7

Small Local Framework User

Map User
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Local Framework User

8
Uses and makes simple sketches, models, or pictorial maps
to locate objects
• Constructs a map of the play yard using landscape toys
• Uses a map of the classroom to find the hidden treasure

Coordinate
Plotter

Route
Map
Follower

9

Framework
User

7

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 21: Explores and describes spatial relationships and shapes
b.

Understands shapes
Not
Yet

1

2

3

Matches two identical shapes
• Puts a circular puzzle piece in the
circular space
• Places shapes in a shape- sorting
box

5

7

13

[3D Shapes: Shape Composer (3D),
Substitution Composer and Shape
Composite Repeater (3D)]

Angle Synthesizer

[Composing Shapes (2D): Shape
Composite Repeater, Shape Decomposer
with Imagery]

15

Property Class Identifier

Constructor
of Shapes
from Parts –
Exact

Shape Property Identifier

Parts of
Shapes
Identifier

14
Classifies known shapes into
higher and subordinate
categories; provides rationale for
classifications; divides shapes
into parts with equal areas and
expresses the parts as unit
fractions
• Uses essential attributes to
generate examples and nonexamples of known two
dimensional shapes
• Creates Venn diagrams that show
relationships between different
quadrilaterals (e.g., squares,
rectangles, rhombuses); explains
the classifications
• After dividing a rectangular “farm”
into three equal parts, says, “The
farmer has corn planted in one
third of the area of his farm. He
likes potatoes the best, so he used
two thirds of the area to plan
potatoes.”

Shape Class Identifier

[Composing Shapes (2D): Substitution
Decomposer, Shape Decomposer with Help]

12
Uses essential attributes to label
and create quadrilaterals,
pentagons, hexagons, and cubes;
visualizes and predicts the results
of combining and taking apart
two-dimensional and threedimensional shapes
• Using a geoboard, creates a
“mystery shape” (pentagon) by
following teacher’s verbal
directions; when complete,
indicates the shape is a pentagon
and tells why
• Tells a friend, “I think it will make a
hexagon if I put these six triangles
together. Let’s try and see. Hey, it
works! Now let’s see what shape it
makes if I add six more triangles,
one on each side.”

Angle Representer

Shape Identifier; Angle
Recognizer – More
Contexts

[with other LT alignments]

*Please note the age levels for Teaching Strategies Gold do not always align to those of Learning Trajectories.
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Shape Recognizer – More
Shapes

Shapes
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10
Distinguishes essential attributes
of triangles, rectangles, squares,
trapezoids, half circles, and
quarter circles; visualizes and
creates known shapes
• Recognizes cardboard shapes in a
feely bag by touch, describes their
defining characteristics, and asks
others to guess the shape
• When asked to make a square,
quickly puts together two right
triangles

Corner (Angle)
Recognizer

Shape Recognizer – All
Rectangles

9

Side Recognizer

Shape Recognizer— Circles,
Squares, and Triangles

8
Shows that shapes remain the
same when they are turned,
flipped, or slid; breaks apart or
combines shapes to create
different shapes and sizes
• Says, “It’s still a triangle no matter
how you turn it.”
• Cuts apart a rectangle to make
two squares

Constructor of Shapes
from Parts—Looks Like

Shape Recognizer— Typical

6
Describes basic 2- and 3dimensional shapes by using own
words; recognizes basic shapes
when they are presented in a new
orientation
• Says, “It’s a ball ‘cause it rolls.”
• Puts hand in feely box and says, “It
has three sides and three points.
It’s a triangle.”

Shape Matcher — More
Shapes, Sizes & Orientations,
Combinations

"Same Thing" Shape Matcher — Identical, Orientations,
Comparer:
Sizes
Foundations

4
Identifies a few basic shapes
(circle, square, triangle)
• Looks at a wheel and says, “A
circle.”
• Names shape pieces as he puts
them on a shape lotto card

[Composing Shapes (2D): Shape Composer – Units
of Units, Shape Decomposer with Units of Units]
[3D Shapes: Substitution Composer and Shape
Composite Repeater (3D), Shape Composer – Units
of Units (3D)]
[Fractions: Fraction Maker from Units, Fraction Maker]

8

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 22: Compares and measures
a.

Measures objects
Not
Yet

1

2
Makes simple comparisons
between two objects
• Pours sand or water from
one container to another
• Indicates which ball is bigger
when shown a tennis ball
and a beach ball

Length Quantity Recognizer
[Measuring Volume LT: Volume Quantity
Recognizer]

4

5

Compares and orders a small
set of objects as appropriate
according to size, length,
weight, area, or volume.
• Puts blocks side by side in
order of length
• Lays two short blocks on top
of a long block to see if it’s the
same length
• Holds a dry sponge and a wet
sponge and determines which
weighs more

Length
Comparer:
Direct
[Measuring Volume
LT: Volume Filler]

Length
Comparer:
Indirect
[Measuring Volume
LT: Volume Filler]

6
Uses multiples of the same
unit to measure; uses
numbers to compare; knows
the purpose of standard
measuring tools
• Measures by using paper
clips, cubes, string, hands,
feet or other objects
• Measures block tower with
linking cubes and says, “I
made mine fifteen cubes
high!!”
• Stands on scale while
pretending to be in a doctor’s
office

Serial Orderer 6+

Measuring Length

[with other LT alignments]

Length
Senser:
Foundati
ons

3

7

8
Uses measurement words
and some standard
measurement tools
accurately; uses ordinal
numbers from first to tenth
• Says, “We need two cups of
flour and one cup of salt to
make dough.”
• Says, “If I add three more
tiles to this side of the scale,
they’ll be the same.”

End-to-End Length Measurer
[Measuring Volume LT: Volume Quantifier]
[Comparing Numbers LT: Ordinal Counter]

[Measuring Area LT:
[Measuring Area LT:
Area Quantity
Physical Coverer
Recognizer]
and Counter]

Learning Trajectories/Teaching Strategies Gold Alignment – © Douglas H. Clements and Julie Sarama, 2019
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9

10
Measures length accurately
and expresses the
measurement in whole
numbers
• Compares the length of
several objects using
cardboard strips, carefully
placing them with no gaps
and overlaps
• Measures using the meter
stick and says, “This is 5
centimeters long”

Length Unit Relater and Repeater
[Measuring Volume LT: Volume Unit Relater and
Repeater]
[Measuring Area LT: Area Unit Relater and
Repeater]

11

12

13

Measures and compares the
length of two objects using
standard length units
• Estimates that the table will fit
into a space, but when she
measures the space, says, “It
won’t fit. The table is 1 foot
and 3 inches too long.”

Length
Measurer

Conceptual Ruler
Measurer

[Measuring Volume
LT: Volume Unit
Relater and
Repeater]

[Measuring Volume LT:
Volume Unit Relater
and Repeater, Initial
Composite 3D
Structurer]

14

15

Solves one-step word
problems related to
measurement of liquid
volume, mass, area, and
perimeter.
• Solves the problem, “If
Gilberto had 12 liters of water,
how many more liters would
he need to buy to have 26
liters?”
• Uses centimeter grid paper to
indicate a 3 by 4 and a 4 by 3
square area: multiples and
says, “The area of both is 12
unit because I multiplied one
length by the other length.”
Count the squares and says,
“See, both of them are 12”

Integrated
Conceptual Path
Measurer
[Measuring Volume LT:
3D Row and Column
Structurer]

Abstract Length
Measurer
[Measuring Volume LT:
3D Array Structurer]
[Measuring Area LT:
Area Structurer]

[Measuring Area LT:
Area Row and Column
Structurer]

9

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 22: Compares and measures
b. Measures Time and Money
Not
Yet

1

2
Knows usual sequences of
basic daily events
• Says, “We go outside after
lunch.”

3

4
Relates time to daily routines
and schedules
• Says, “I go to auntie’s house
every morning before school.”
• Looks at the teacher’s watch
and asks, “Does it say it’s
time to go outside?”
• Moves the daily schedule
marker to the time block that
indicates Large Group

5

6
Uses some time
measurements words and
tools
• Says, “We have music this
afternoon at 1:00.”
• Looks at the clock and begins
to put away materials for lunch
at noon
• Goes to the calendar to see
how many more days until the
field trip
• Notices and asks about
differences between analog
and digital clock

Other STEM Measurement
[with other LT alignments]

Telling Time to the Hour

7

8
Tells and writes time in hours and halfhours using both analog and digital
clocks; makes amounts using pennies
(P), nickels (N), and dimes (D)
• Records the time as the teachers sets
the time first on the analog clock and
then on the digital clock
• Counts four dimes, saying, “Ten, twenty,
thirty, forty.”

Telling Time to the Half Hour
[Composing Numbers LT: Composer to 10, Composer
with Tens and Ones]
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9

10

11

Tells and writes time to the nearest five
minutes; indicates a.m. and p.m.; solves
words problems involving coins (P, N, D, Q)
and dollar bills, and expresses the answer
using currency symbols
• Says and then writes, “I go to bed at 9:15
p.m.”
• Writes 8:30 a.m. when asked to write the time
the opening school bell rings
• Write the correct answer to the problem, “If
you had $4.00, and the book cost $5.50, how
much more money would you need?”

Telling Time to the Quarter
Hour
[Composing Numbers LT:
Deriver +/-]

12

13

Solves one-step word problems related
to time to the nearest minute
• Makes a daily schedule chart by writing
the times each activity occurs; compares
how long between time periods

Telling Time to the Minute
[Composing Numbers LT: Problem Solver +/-, Multidigit +/-]

10

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 22: Compares and measures
c. Represents and analyzes data
Not
Yet

1

2

3

Knows a few ordinal
numbers
• Responds, “I’m first to
use the computer. Then
you’re next.”
• Says, “I was first. Justin
was last.
• Says, “I sat in the biggest
chair first, then the
middle-size chair and the
little chair third. I’m like
Goldilocks.”

5

6

Creates and reads simple graph; uses
simple comparison and ordinal terms to
describe findings
• Looks at a picture graph and says, “Most
kids like grapes. It has nine people.
Apples are second. Eight kids like
apples.”
• Tallies the number of classmates who
have shoelaces on their shoes and the
number who have Velcro®

Organizes, represents, and analyzes data with up
to three categories; uses simple numerical
summaries (counts, tallies) and ordinal terms to
describe findings
• Surveys the class and makes a graph indicating
favorite yogurt flavors (vanilla, blueberry, or
strawberry)
• Reads a simple bar graph and says, “The trucks are
first because they have the most; there are 14
trucks. The cars are second most because there are
13. SUVs are third. There are only 10 of them.”

Data Classifier

Data Aggregater

[Comparing Numbers LT: Ordinal Counter]

Multiple Attribute Classifier

[Comparing Numbers
LT: First-Second
Ordinal Counter]

Consistent, Flexible Sorter;
Data Case Viewer

Classifying & Analyzing Data
[with other LT alignments]

Foundations:
Similarity
Intuiter;
Similar/dissimi
lar Maker;
Simple Sorter;
Sorter by
Similar
Attributes
l

4
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7

8
Organizes, represents, and interprets data with up to
four categories; describes data points; asks and
answers questions related to the total data set and
to its parts
• Measures the length of four objects and creates a fourrow horizontal graph to represent the information.
Explains what the graph represents; asks and answers
questions related to the total data set and its parts
• Works with several classmates to make ‘snakes’ of
different lengths using whole-unit cubes. Measures
each ‘snake’ and records the lengths on a number line
(line plot). Later, tells the class the lengths referring to
the line plot

Hierarchical Classifier

9

10

11

Reads and creates scaled picture or bar graphs
where each picture/bar represents more than one
data point; uses the graph to ask and answer
questions.
• Looks at a scaled picture graph (one picture = two
persons) and indicates 12 persons in total, 10 of
whom ride the train and two of whom drive cars
• Creates a bar graph where each bar represents 10
individuals; colors in three bars and says, “There
were 30 people who liked cats best and 20 who like
dogs. That’s 10 more people who like cats”

Data Representer

11

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
Preschool 3
Pre-K 4
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

Objective 23: Demonstrates knowledge of patterns
Not
Yet

1

2

3

4

5

Patterning

[with other LT alignments]

Intuitive Patterner:
Foundations

Shows interest in simple
patterns in everyday life
• Notices that a special song
is played whenever it is time
to clean up
• Points to the tiles in the
bathroom and says, “They
go this way, that way, this
way, that way.”

Copies simple repeating
patterns
• Beats a drum as the teacher
does, e.g., loud, soft; loud,
soft; loud, soft; etc.
• Strings beads as her friend
does, e.g., red, blue, blue;
red, blue, blue; red, blue,
blue; etc.

Pattern Recognizer

Patterner AB

6
Extends and creates simple
repeating patterns
• Makes a repeating movement
pattern, e.g., stomp, stomp,
clap, clap; stomp, stomp,
clap, clap; stomp, stomp,
clap, clap; etc.
• When shown a pattern of
cubes, e.g., red, blue, blue,
red; red, blue, blue, red: etc.,
adds to it correctly

Patterner

7

8

9

Recognizes, creates, and
explains more complex
repeating and simple growing
patterns
• Describes even numbers,
e.g.. 2, 4, 6, 8, etc., as
“skipping” every other
number on a 100s chart
• Says, “If I add one to three,
it’s the next number: four. If I
add one to four, it’s the next
number: five.”
• Extends a growing pattern by
adding one cube like a
staircase, e.g., 1 cube, 2
cubes, 3 cubes, 4 cubes, etc.

Pattern Unit
Recognizer
[Counting LT: Counter On
Using Patterns]

Notices more complex
patterns in numbers;
identifies the core unit of
patterns; represents patterns
using numerical and letter
symbols
• Says, “ I see patterns on the
“00 to 99 chart’. All the
numbers in the ones place in
each column are the same.
They go from zero to nine”
• Circles every second number
on the number line in red and
then circles every fifth number
in blue: uses visual patterns to
assist in skip counting
• Looks at a photo of a gate
with a distinct pattern and
writes A-B-B to represent the
core unit pattern of one large
fleur-de-lis and two small
fleurs-de lis; continues the
pattern notation by writing AB-B-A-B-B-A-B-B

Numeric Patterner
[Counting LT: Counter On Using Patterns, Counter of Quantitative
Units/Place Value]
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10

11

12

13

Uses number patterns to
count and to solve problems;
uses and explains patterns in
counting and addition
• Explains that when you have
a group with even numbers of
objects, each member has “a
partner” or can be paired
• Accurately fills in the blanks
when presented with 26, 22,
18, __, 10, __

Beginning
Arithmetic
Patterner
[Counting LT:
Counter of
Quantitative
Units/Place
Value]

Relational Thinker +/[Counting LT: Counter of
Quantitative Units/Place
Value]

14

15

Recognizes arithmetic
patterns and explains them
using properties of
operations
• Says, “Hey, if I add 3 + 3 + 3
+ 3, that’s the same things as
multiplying 3 x 4. Multiplying is
faster”
• Explains that when you add 0
to any number, the sum is still
the same because zero is a
place holder for representing
no amount
• Remarks that you can add
numbers in any order and the
sum remains the same
• Notices the relationship
between a division problem
and figuring out a fair share

Relational
ThinkingSymbolic x/÷
[Counting LT:
Counter of
Quantitative
Units/Place Value]

Relational Thinking
with Multiplication
[Counting LT: Counter of
Quantitative Units/Place
Value]

12

